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B-spline based analysis and control of linear
parameter-varying systems
Gijs Hilhorst ∗ Erik Lambrechts Goele Pipeleers
We present a novel B-spline based solution to analysis and synthesis problems re-
lated to multivariate linear parameter-varying (LPV) systems. Specifically, we consider
finite-dimensional LPV systems in state-space form{
δx = A(α)x+B(α)w, x(0) = 0,
z = C(α)x+D(α)w,
(1)
with state x : T → Rnx , input w : T → Rnw , and output z : T → Rnz . δ denotes
the derivative (forward shift) operator in continuous (discrete) time. All system ma-
trices are real-valued, bounded, and have a piecewise polynomial dependency on the
exogenous parameter α : T → RN taking values in a Cartesian product of closed and
bounded intervals.
Typically, stability and performance of (1) is guaranteed by solving parameter-dependent
(PD) linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). Although these PD LMIs are convex, they are
numerically intractable due to the search over infinite dimensional variables and in-
finitely many parameter values. The latter issue is alleviated by imposing tensor prod-
uct polynomial spline parameterizations on the optimization variables and replacing
the infinite set of constraints by a more restrictive finite set [1].
To limit conservatism of these relaxations, we account for a priori known bounds on
the rate of parameter variation. This generally results in a convex polytopic parameter
domain, which we transform to a hyperrectangle using a spline mapping. Subsequently,
tensor product B-splines are readily exploited to derive relaxations. We demonstrate
that the adopted B-spline relaxations provide an elegant and effective solution, featured
by numerical efficiency and limited conservatism.
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